Abstract-We introduce an optimization algorithm for resource allocation in the LIPI Public Cluster to optimize its usage according to incoming requests from users. The tool is an extended and modified genetic algorithm developed to match specific natures of public cluster. We present a detail analysis of optimization, and compare the results with the exact. We show that it would be very useful and could realize an automatic decision making system for public clusters.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since 2005, we have maintained LIPI Public Cluster (LPC) [1] . LPC is a kind of cluster computing that is open for public for completely free [2, 3] . Due to its natures, LPC implements a unique architecture, so called Multi Block Approach to enable simultaneous parallel computings in different blocks of cluster by several anonymous users [4] .
In LPC, the users have a freedom to upload their own parallel programmings and to run them on it once their requests have been approved and the blocks of cluster have been assigned. A block of cluster could consist of several, normally ranging between 2 till 5 nodes. The approved number of nodes is determined manually by the administrator according to the request, the scale of parallel programming and of course the availability at the time of registration. All provided blocks are activated immediately after reviewing and approval procedures. Since LPC consists of many nodes with varying specifications and calculation powers, the main concern in assigning a block is total efficiency and performance. This is completely different with any conventional clusters existing around the world. A conventional cluster is normally assigned for a particular group in certain period. The whole nodes are then designed to work together without any interruption by another groups. Moreover, the computational jobs sent to the cluster should be developed with strictly considering the characteristics of cluster to obtain desired performances.
In contrast, users in LPC are anonymous and at the time of registration they do not acknowledge really available nodes nor which nodes will be provided. This is crucial since in parallel programmings the users divide the whole jobs into smaller tasks that in most cases are not homogeneous, i.e. they must distribute the tasks properly to match the available nodes in order to obtain optimum performance. This means LPC, which has many nodes with various specifications and then many combinations of them, should have enough flexibilities to accommodate various parallel programmings and requests from users.
Therefore, we put a regulation for every user to propose preferred power ratios of each node for the whole nodes they request regarding the characteristics of parallel programmings being run on LPC. After that the administrator seek for the best combination of available nodes being provided to users.
During the running period since its initial launching, we have faced problems on how to allocate the resources (nodes) properly according to the incoming requests. This problem was not so seriously taken previously. However, since the number of nodes is increasing till 45 at current condition, the resource allocation is getting complicated and non-trivial. Then we have developed a tool to accomplish this task. However we should emphasize that the terminology of resource allocation is slightly different with the conventional one. Resource allocation in conventional sense is associated with the way to distribute available resources in all nodes to improve computational performance during its running period. In our case, it means resource allocation before the running period to obtain the best combination from available nodes according to the user request. Actually in LPC resource allocation during running period is irrelevant, since a user sticks at the pre-allocated block. Of course, it is still relevant in the sense of resource allocation among nodes inside a block. Now we are going to discuss the algorithm we have developed and implemented to overcome the problem mentioned above. First we discuss a general prescription for optimization in LPC, followed by the modified genetic algorithm for the selection rule. Before concluding, we present detail analysis to show how the algorithm works and compare it with the exact calculation.
II. OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM : FITNESS
As briefly mentioned above, in allocating resources we have to always deal with the optimization. The reason is simply because the number of possible combinations are in most cases astronomically huge. For example, to choose 3 nodes for a certain user among 20 available nodes one has 20!/[(20 -3)! x 3!] combinations, since we do not distinguish its orders. The number is getting much larger for even only one order more available nodes or number of nodes requested. 
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The optimized combination is determined by particular conditions, so called fitness, that are highly depending on the case under consideration [5] . In LPC, we have define the following procedures and conditions for fitness : 1.Since the node specifications in LPC are heterogen, we predefine each node with a percentage indicating its computational capacity against the node with highest specification. 2.Further all nodes with same percentage, that is having comparable computational capacities, are classified as the same class. 3.Number of node allocation and its computational capacities are based on the user request during the initial registration.
The first and second conditions are illustrated in Tab 1. In the table, node 3 has the highest overall computational power (concerning its memory, processor, space, connection speed, etc). The remaining nodes, with lower specifications, are then assigned with appropriate percentages in the scale of 0-100%. Further, we classify all nodes to some classes where each class consists of nodes with comparable computational powers. Through the paper this ratio of capacity is denoted as Rcap-node.
The third condition is quite different with regular clusters. In regular cluster allocating nodes is done automatically during running process according to (physically) available nodes in the cluster, because in principle present users are provided with the whole cluster. In contrast, in LPC the whole cluster is divided into several blocks that might be used by several (different) users simultaneously. So, by this nature at the time of registration new users are asked to request the number of nodes (Nrequest) and the ratio of capacities needed for each child process (Rcap-child) in their parallel programmings in the scale of 0-100%. This should be determined by the users concerning the characteristics of their own parallel programmings. Just to mention, in contrary in regular cluster the users should consider the characteristic of cluster in developing the parallel programmings. The fitness and then the resource allocation is done automatically to sustain the best performance during running time although, for instance, some nodes are getting down, etc. Now we are ready to formulate the above fitness conditions. First of all, any combinations of assigned nodes with the number as requested by users should by definition fulfill : (1) where T means the tolerance from the ideal desired percentage, i.e. 100%. Later on we take T to be 5% for a moderate number in the case of LPC.
We must also find the best combination as desired by users to match the ideal ratios of child processes in their parallel programmings. We have defined the total deviations between two neighboring nodes to determine its fitness. This is formulated by the following equation : We further deploy Eqs. (1) and (3) as the master equations to determine the total fitness of a combination. As an illustration, let us consider a user who has requested 3 nodes with the ratio of child processes is 50% : 30% : 20%, while we have 10 nodes available at the moment with ratio of capacities : Rcap-node(1) = 80%, Rcapnode(2) = 90%, Rcap-node(3) = 100%, Rcap-node(4) = 100%, Rcapnode(5) = 90%, Rcap-node(6) = 90%, Rcap-node(7) = 50%, Rcapnode(8) = 80%, Rcap-node(9) = 50% and Rcap-node(10) = 70%. Since the order of nodes in a combination is irrelevant, the total considerable combinations is 10!/[(10 -3)! x 3!] = 120. Some combinations are given in Tab. 2 showing the total Rcap-node and its deviations. Best values indicate the requested values which should be achieved. So far, it is clear that this rule could lead to an astronomical number of combinations for more available and / or requested nodes. For practical reason in LPC where the approval and assignment procedures should be done online in as short time as possible, this algorithm lacks of convenience. Then we continue using this fitness and together deploying the genetic algorithm to reduce the number of combinations significantly [6] .
III. SELECTION RULE : EXTENDED GENETIC ALGORITHM
Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a method widely used for optimization problem inspired by principle of evolution in life science [7] . GA is based on the idea that the optimization problem can be seen as an "individual" with particular characteristics coded by a set of finite parameters. These parameters could be genes which form a chromosome representing individual structure in a real world, in our case is the solution of optimization problem. These individuals further create generations which form a population to find a fittest individual. Only the fittest individuals will survive through next generations. This procedure is repeated for some generations till we find the optimum value according to particular conditions as the result.
GA has been applied on cluster as load balancing and task allocation [7, 8, 9] . In this paper we apply this algorithm but with some modifications to fit unique characteristics of LPC. Further we call it as the Extended Genetic Algorithm (EGA). In analogy with the conventional GA, The individual and genes are analogous to the combination of nodes and nodes itself.
In LPC, we have deployed the following procedures inspired by GA :
1. Listing all available nodes at the moment with its defined number and Rcap-node's.
2.Generating considerable combinations randomly
according to the user request, i.e. Nrequest and Rcap-child under conditions : Each combination must not contain multiple nodes with same numbers. The order of nodes in a combination is irrelevant. For assumption, the number of randomly generated combinations should equal or larger than the number of available nodes.A set of these generated combinations is then as the initial population. 3.Operating GA in all generated combinations in the above initial population to obtain new combinations using : Cross-over method : Nodes inside two different combinations which have been choosed randomly are interchanged. Following the above condition, some combinations containing same nodes are thrown away. Swapping mutation method [10] :
A combination is choosed randomly, and two nodes inside it are interchanged. According to the above condition, this would not generate new combination, and only results same fitness which increases its surviving probability to the next generation. 4.The fitness of each newly generated combinations are calculated using Eq. (3). 5.Selecting the appropriate combinations which survive to the next generation using roulette-wheel method. All obtained fitness are rescaled in the scale of 0-100% and are mapped in a circle with the angles associated to its percentages. Using the stochastic sampling with replacement [6] , a new combination is randomly retrieved.
In LPC, in order to guarantee that the best combination in each generation is survived, we pass it to the next generation, while only the remaining combinations are selected using roulette-wheel method. 6. All selected combinations form a new generation, and the same procedures in no. 2 till 5 are repeated till we obtain the optimum (closest) values as requested by users.
We have completed all methods and procedure in our EGA for the optimization algorithm deployed in LPC. In the subsequent section we present a simulation for a typical case in LPC.
IV. RESULT AND ANALYSIS
Now we simulate EGA in a particular case of 20 available nodes with various numbers of requested nodes and its Rcap-child's : 1) Nrequest = 3 (50% : 30% : 20%), 2) As assumed in the preceding section, the number of randomly generated combinations should equal or larger than the number of available nodes. We choose the typical values that is 20 and 40 combinations.
First of all we perform an exact calculation for all of them. The result is shown in Fig. 1 . We can deduce from the figure that for Nrequest = 3 we can obtain almost an ideal combination, i.e. 100% matches the user request. On the other hand, Nrequest = 5 case results 170% efficiency. We note that lower values than 1 means the assigned combination of nodes is under-spec that leads to lower performance of overall computation. While larger values than 1 indicates over-spec which means wasting the resources. Now we simulate the calculation using EGA. In Figs. 2 and 3 we have plotted the same as above for 3 cases with number of combinations is 20 and 40. It is straightforward to deduce that increasing the number of combinations in a population would fasten reaching the optimum values, that is the values are close to the exact calculations as shown in Fig. 1 . In the case of 20 combinations the optimum value is reached after 40 generations, while for 40 combinations it happens after 15 generations.
V. CONCLUSION
Finally we have proposed an alternative algorithm for optimization problem that is more appropriate for the case of public cluster like LPC. The algorithm has proven good and reliable performances for the desired purposes on assigning an appropriate combination of nodes according to the incoming request of anonymous users.
Finally we would like to mention that the EGA is going to be embedded in the web-interface of LPC as an integrated and automatic decision making system to enable instant approval and assignment process of the best combination of nodes for our users [11] .
